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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.1.7 

 

General 

 JLIN-A5UGKA - It wasn’t possible to create calendars with selected year and country in the following 
procedures: Production Calendars, Schedule Calendars and General Calendar. The holidays weren’t 
loaded in the procedures. 

 JEDS-A64GVP - MSG files didn’t work in the Document viewer up to version 8.1.5 of the 8.1 series of 
MONITOR. The Document Viewing is a supplement to MONITOR. 

Manufacturing 

 RDJF-8TQFX3 - A program error occurred when Without mtl. req. was selected in the Register 
Manufacturing Order procedure if the part was configured. 

 CSIG-A59HBA - Save as… in the Adding / Replanning procedure didn’t copy Measuring points to the new 
order. 

 SWIO-A5AET4 - The Check against negative balance on location didn’t work for added/replaced operations 
in the Operation Reporting procedure. 

 PPEN-A5GBGP - A program error occurred in the Loading Selection procedure when you selected on a 
Department code that contained maximum number of characters. 

 MWIK-A5GEX7 - A program error occurred in the Material Reporting procedure if order number + part 
number consisted of more than 34 characters. 

Purchase 

 SHYS-A3BB5P - News regarding payments in Lithuania: Since all payments are made in ISO 20022.XML 
format, a new International payment format is available to create SEPA payments in Lithuania. The format 
is Lithuania SEPA and is available to select on the System tab in the Settings procedure, setting 15 
"International payment format". The suppliers’ payment method shall be set to SEPA and be updated with 
an IBAN account number. Adjustments regarding if you use or not use Reference number when registering 
supplier invoices are made in the payment file. 

 KFTM-A4LHNE - The Total became incorrect in list type All in the Search Supplier Invoice procedure. 

 LREM-A4TEGQ - When you confirmed a payment in foreign currency in the Confirmation LB /FB 
procedure, the calculation of Quantity became incorrect in the accounting.  

 JLIN-A4YL5W - No currency conversion was made if you updated prices from a Purchase order row. 

 LAHM-A53A5R - It wasn’t possible to change account in the Payment suggestion if you used SEPA 
payments or a Black Box adaptation. 

 LAHM-A5AEHB - You can register several Currency codes and names with the same ISO currency code in 
the Currencies procedure. The ISO currency code is displayed in the Form column. The currency from the 
Ccy. column was used for the forms and when creating payment files, instead of the currency code in the 

Form column. This error could only occur in version 8.1 of MONITOR. 

 GÅNY-A64D73 - Cost center and Cost unit that is registered during Pre-coding will remain in the Coding 
window when you authorize supplier invoices in the Register Supplier Invoice by using the alternatives 
Coding per user and Final coding. 
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Sales 

 SSÖG-A47BMJ - Imported delivery schedules could get incorrect price if you used Staggered prices during 
import in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. 

 KFTM-A4LGLU - The Payment forecasts became incorrect if you inserted extra selection rows for 
Customer code by using the green plus sign and selected EUR currency in the Payment Forecasts 
procedure. The possibility to insert extra selection rows in this procedure is removed. When you purged the 
Search form in this procedure, the Customer selection button incorrectly appeared. 

 FOHN-A4TD9F - The Transport label EDI didn’t display Dock code if Storage was missing on the Order. This 
could occur if an Order was created in the Register Customer Order procedure and the Extra info setting 
"Dock/storage format on EDI transport label" was set to "Standard (Dock/Storage)" in the Update 
Customer procedure. 

 AFOG-A4THUG - News: A new Extra info setting "Always export Incoterm/Combiterm (Unifaun)" is added 
in the Update Supplier procedure. If this setting is activated TermCode will always be exported to Unifaun 
even if it is a domestic shipment. 

 GÅNY-A4VDZ5 - If the Setting "Check if delivery note is printed during invoicing?" was activated a warning 
was displayed when an advance invoice should be printed, even if nothing was delivered yet. 

 JLÖR-A58E9S - It wasn’t possible to create Purchase order from a Service order. 

 FPEN-A5AB8E - Automatic Default values didn’t work properly in the Delivery Reliability to Customer 
procedure. 

 SHYS-A5AKXM - This only affects systems in Poland. When you register an Invoice in Poland with mixed 
rows (i.e. a row with reversed liability for payment and a row with normal VAT) the VAT report will be 
correct. 

 FOHN-A5BE86 - If the Setting "Open Comprehensive Delivery Note after Pick List Delivery Reporting?" was 
activated, the Print Comprehensive Delivery Note procedure wasn’t opened if Packaging part was 
missing. 

 PFLN-A5BE87 - Rest quantity could be saved incorrectly if two or more users saved reportings 
simultaneously in the Delivery List procedure. 

 FOHN-A5BEYD - If you entered an Order number manually in the Register Invoices Directly procedure, 
the EDI invoice setting disappeared. 

 JLÖR-A5FBXK - If you in the Price List – Sales procedure selected a Price list with staggered prices, 
staggered prices from another Customer link could be displayed if you used another language than the 
Company language. 

 LAHM-A5FMCQ - An error message was displayed when creating BGC Invoice file if you for some reason 
had deleted Delivery date on the Order header. 

 AFOG-A5UG8W - If you had blank instead of NULL in kor_forrad in the database, the Storage from the 
order header wasn’t included. This could incorrectly split orders if you used Comprehensive invoice in the 
Pick List procedure. 

 SHYS-A5UHSM - This only affects systems in Estonia. It wasn’t possible to export the Estonian Periodic 

statement due to errors in the created file. 

 LAHM-A5YAAS - If you have registered a language that doesn’t exist in MONITOR, the users’ language will 
be used for the VAT codes names. 

 LAHM-A5YDXH - This only affects systems used in Finland. The factoring file to Danske Bank in Finland is 
adjusted according to the Bank’s demands. 

Inventory 

 JLIN-9J9BBY - The Estimate Annual Volume procedure incorrectly used the sales from all Warehouses in 
the calculations. Now are only the sales from the Warehouse that you shall perform the calculation for 
used. 
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 JLIN-A3PEFX - If you in the WIP List procedure selected to calculate the WIP value of work according to 
Reported quantity, the reported material was incorrectly calculated with planned cost. Now the reported 
cost is used for the calculation instead. 

 CSIG-A4LD6M - The Delivery date in the Register Nonconformity procedure displayed Planned date 
instead of Actual delivery date. 

 SWIO-A4MD3U - Date was missing for activities on the Nonconformity report. 

 MWIK-A4VDAD - Translated activity texts didn’t work in the Register Nonconformity procedure. 

 MWIK-A4VH3K - Actual delivery date didn’t become the same as Planned date when you added an activity 
row in the Register Nonconformity procedure. 

 SSÖG-A53B66 - If you used Purchase order suggestions for Parts with fixed order number, the Purchase 
Order Suggestion procedure also created order rows with the same fixed order number for following Parts 
to the same supplier. 

 PFLN-A58KJP - Costs for services weren’t displayed for service orders on the Events tab in the Product 
Register procedure. 

 JLIN-A5EHTT - It wasn’t possible to release Purchase order suggestions if you used Danish. 

 PFLN-A5VJ36 – New: A new list type Purchase order is added in the Product Register List procedure. 
You can use this list type to see which Purchase order number a Serial number is arrival reported on. 

Workshop Info 

 CSIG-A4TB3N - A program error occurred if you linked from the Recording Terminal procedure to Adjust 
Recording when the Setting "Number of days back in time that can be adjusted" was set to more than 9 
days. 

 JLIN-A4YLES - The Recording List procedure didn’t display any total of over time if you had employees 
that had worked over time when they had recorded an absence code, as for instance business trip. 

 JLIN-A57LWJ - Over time was incorrectly rounded off if "Negative flex incl. in daily hrs." wasn’t activated. 

Accounting 

 LREM-A4JDXX - If you have selected a Font style on the Columns tab in the Report Generator, you 
couldn’t change from a check to a black square in order to select another Font style on a single row in the 
column on the Sections tab. Now it’s possible to change to a black square instead of a check on the 
Columns tab, so it will not override what you have set in the Sections tab. 

 JLIN-A52J6H - An adjustment is made of recording indirect work linked to Projects. If the recoding is linked 
to a Work center, the cost will be taken from the Work centers’ Cost factors. If not, the Costs from the 
Indirect work code will be used. In both cases, the Cost will be display under Result in the Register 
Project procedure. 

 LAHM-A58ANV - A Norwegian report in the Report Generator "Resultatbudsjett neste år", didn’t display 
any values for period 10-12 even if you had entered a budget for the entire year. 

 LREM-A59E26 - This error could only occur in systems used in Poland. When you controlled the coding in 
the Register Payments procedure, the coding rows was reversed and displayed incorrectly if you opened 
the Coding window several times. 

 LAHM-A5BKDT - If you Switched year, the year you should change to was automatically displayed as the 
year after following year even if it was three years between the accounting years registered in the system. 

General Settings 

 MSVK-A64KRZ - News: Now it’s possible to enter maximum 25 characters in the VAT no. field in the 
Company Info procedure. 
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Management Accounting 

 LREM-A4RET2 - The Posterior coding of the Invoicing log didn’t code Fictitious Parts if you used any of the 
Price alternatives to code the "Price for the delivery". The new method is that if you have standard price on 
the Fictitious part, you shall register an own coding method for the part type and select another price 
alternative than "Price for the delivery". This change also give a new error code for red uncoded posts 
"Error code 10 - The part type cannot be used with the selected price alternative". This error code will be 
displayed if you use a price alternative for "Price for the delivery" on Fictitious parts. 

 LREM-A4YEAU - If you coded the invoicing log in the management accounting and used the new price 
alternatives to code the Calculation distribution (Standard price) during delivery, the transactions could be 
un-coded if they were delivered from different locations. 

 LREM-A5BHWF - The Invoicing log didn’t code several Advanced selections on Other terms registered in the 
Update Coding Methods procedure. 
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